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Annual technical report 
6/1/92-5/31/94* 
Air Force grant no. F49620-92-J-0263 
Prof. Nils Nilsson, Principal Investigator 

Progress made by students supported under this award: 

Roy: Not supported because focus of research irrelevant to parent project 

(replaced with Harvey). 

Holbrook: Not supported because changed fro» AI to systems (replaced with 

Menlove)- 

Geddis- Mr Geddis has been investigating the use of caching as a ^^^ for 

£  control of reasoning.  Ideally, one would like to be able to cache both 
successful and failing subgoals, and then retrieve these «??•» ■jTifie? successruj. «"" *    »  _„„f *-r»»      This idea is quite difficult to make 
SKU^SSS^r^bSruS^L S^S: ofgoal-^oal resolutions in proof 
H«ch spac^-ans that the answer to a particular cached query »ay be 
dependent not only on the <ruery but on its position xn the search space^ Mr. 
dependent not 0"x*      a wide variety of cases, the correctness of the 

w ~«~- Mr Harvey has developed two new techniques for searching large spaces. 

1995. 

„ 1««-. Mr Menlove is a Master's student who was supported by this award 
Menlove: Mr. Meniove is     „»ster's program. He ported the graphical 
during the final ^r^t^%f Jj5, t^CoB-on Lisp Interface Manager.  MVI/s 
araSnica! interrac^hS^en central in helping us to understand ^control 
graphical interlace anytime planning and reasoning, and this 

%£££££'£  K^i^Älc^ J 4. -««d-t. Pl.nnin5- 
paradigm. 
« ■,.»,. nr Darwiche completed his thesis work in 1993. The work, supported 
?^fLs«T awardinvolved the development of a symbolic generalization of 
by this AASERT award, xnvoie retains the desirable computational 
probability theory Thxs general^    Darwiche used lt to construct a 

?eSrali"t?on
Por^yes networks that could be applied to first-order logic, 

nonmonotonic Zoning and assumption-based truth maintenance systems. 

Jon9Son: Mr. -sson - b.en invo^^^ of 

dSrincludfng^e^ — — " * ™  ^ 
Symposium on Al * NP-Hard problems in 1993. 


